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For any d ~ 2, it is recursively unsolvable if the global mapping for a d-dimensional 
nondeterministic cellular automaton is surjective. It is also unsolvable when the 
global mapping is restricted to the set of configurations with finite support. 
INTRODUCTION 
In [2], we showed that it is recursively unsolvable when d ~ 2, for a configuration c 
with finite support in a d-dimensional deterministic cellular automaton, whether or 
not: (i) c is in the image of the global mapping induced by the cellular automaton, 
(ii) c is in the image of the global mapping restricted to the configurations with finite 
support. In other words, we showed the unsolvability of some membershop problems 
for the images of the global mappings. 
We consider in this paper "nondeterministic" cellular automata [1] as a prelimilarly 
work of deterministic cases. Now, we show the unsolvability of the emptiness problems 
for the complement ofthe image of the global mapping induced by a nondeterministie 
cellular automaton of arbitrary dimension, and that of the global mapping restricted 
to the configurations with finite support. These problems are nondeterministic versions 
of so-called Garden of Eden problems. The reader is assumed to be familiar with the 
definitions and notation of [2]. 
PRELIMINARIES 
DEFINITION. A nondeterministic cellular automaton is A = (V, Z a, X,  f, %), where 
V is the state alphabet; Z is the d-tuples of the integers (d is called the dimension); 
X, called the neighborhood index, is an n-tuple of distinct d-tuples of integers (n is a 
positive integer); f is a mapping, called the local map, of a subset of V" to 2v; and 
v~ E V is the quiescent symbol. 
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A configuration is a recursive mapping c: Z a ~ V. C will denote the configurations 
in A. If i E Z a and X = (x 1 ,..., x,), then Nx(i)  is defined as (i + x 1 ,..., i + x,). For 
c ~ C, c(Nx(i)) is defined as (c(i + xl),..., c(i + x,)). Now we define the global mapping 
F of a subset of C to 2 c, that is called the nondeterministic parallel map induced by A,  
as follows. For configurations c and c' in A, 
F(c) ~ c' ~:~ c'(i) ~f(c(Nx(i))) ,  for any i ~ Z a. 
I f f  is totally defined, A is said to be totally defined. Note that F is totally defined 
iff A is totally defined. 
RESULTS 
THEOREM I. For any d ~ 2, it is recursively unsolvable if  the totally defined non- 
deterministic parallel map is surjective induced by a totally defined d-dimensional non- 
deterministic ellular automaton. 
To prove the theorem, we modify the first simulator defined in [2] for a Turing 
machine. Then we construct a two-dimensional Turing machine simulator from it. 
It is shown that the parallel map induced by the two-dimensional simulator is not 
surjective if and only if the Turing machine halts on the blank tape it simulates. 
The proof, however, is so complicated that we only show an outline. 
A nondeterministic parallel map G over the restrictions of configurations to finite sets 
is defined as follows. For restrictions r and r'  of configurations to finite sets, 
r' ~ G(r) ~ (i) dora r '  is the largest set in D's such that 
D _C Z a and Ui~D Nx(i)  C_ dom r; 
(ii) r'(i) ~f (Nx( i ) )  for any i ~ dora s, 
whereX=(x  I .... , x , )andNx( i )  ~- {i + x 1 .... , i + x~}. 
The sixtk simulator for a Turing machine T = (S, B, M, m0, Mr ,  ~,/3, y) is the 
one-dimensional cellular automaton A 6 = (V6, Z, Xe, fn, (B, .)), where 
vn = (A x (M u {,})) u {~, ~, ~, #}, 
X 6 = ( - -2 ,  - -1 ,0 ,  1, 2), 
andfn is the mapping of the subset of (Vn) 5 to V6, defined by Table I for vo, v I , V2, 
va, V4, UO, Ul, U.2, ua, v, v' ~ V n and w, w', w" E S • (M k3 {*}); s,.~,# ~ {r, ~:, #}; 
s~.e, # e {~, ~:, #}; W = S • (M U {*}); s~.w E {r} u W; so,w ~ {or} U W; u E V n --  {#}. 
We define the terminating of the sixth simulator A n similarly to that of A 1 [2] for a 
Turing machine T. Then A n terminates if and only if T halts on the blank tape. 
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TABLE I 
Vo vl  v~ v3 v4 fe(vo , v l  , v2 , v3 ,  vt )  Conditions 
u0 ul # us us (B, m0) 
v s~.~.# u so.r v" 
p 
v s~,w u so ,~,# v a 
v s~,w ~ s~.w v" (B, *) 
v ~ ~ ~ v" (B, *) 
v ~ 9 ~ v'  (B, , )  
v w ~ ~ v'  (B, *) 
v ,, "~ w v'  (B, *) 
v so.w ," w v" J(B, *) 
f f l ( (B ,  *), (B,  *), w) 
v a w r v'  f l ( (B ,  *), w, (B, *))~ 
~ w ~' ~' t (B ,  *) 
I f , ( (B,  *), w, w') 
~r v'  I (B, *) ~) W $1", W 
Ifl(W, (B, *), (B, *)) 
v w w' ~ v' t(B, *) 
t f l (w,  w', (B, *)) 
v w w' w" v' I (B, *) 
IA(w, w', w") 
w = v' = (B, m0) 
otherwise ~ 
w = w' = (B, mo) 
otherwise ~ 
v = w = (B, mo) 
otherwise ~ 
w = w' = (B, mo) 
otherwise ~ 
w = w' = w" = (B, m0) 
otherwise a 
Note. Otherwise f6 is undefined. 
~f0 is undefined if the local mapf  1 for A112] is undefined. 
The seventh  s imu la tor  of a Tur ing  machine is a two-dimensional cellular automaton 
A 7 = (V6 ,  Z2 ,L , fT ,  #)  defined as 
L = ((0, 0), ( - -2 ,  1), ( - -1 ,  1), (0, 1), (1, 1), (2, 1)), 
and f7 is the mapping of (V~) 6 to 2 Iv6), defined as follows. For  v0, v l ,  v2,  
733 ~V4~V5~ Vo~ 
fv (Vo ,V l ,V2 ,V3 ,V4 ,%)  ={#} if v o ~- #;  
= V e - -  {#)  if v 0 @ #,  f6 (vx ,  v2 ,  v3 ,  va ,  v5) is defined, 
and f6(vl , v2, vs ,  v4, vs) = v 0 ; 
= V 6 - -  {#,  (B, *)} otherwise. 
The set of configurations and the set of restrictions of configurations to finite sets in 
A i (i = 6, 7) are denoted by Ci  and R i ,  respectively. The  nondeterminist ic parallel 
map and the nondeterminist ic parallel map over R i induced by Ai  are denoted by F i 
and G i ,  respectively. 
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For n > 0, we define the subset R ~ of R 7 by: r is in R ~ iff 
(i) domr  = {(i,j) EZ2; 0 >/ j  /> - -n,  - -2(n + j )  ~ i ~ 2(n + j )} ,  
(ii) Im r _C {(B, *), #},  and 
(iii) r(i, 0) = # for any i ( - -2n ~< i ~ 2n). 
LEMMA 1. For the seventh simulator for a Turing machine, F v is not surjective i f  
R n --  G7(R7) =/: Z for some n > O. 
Lemmas 2-4, given below, will be employed to show that the Tur ing machine halts 
on the blank tape if R n - -  G7(RT) :A ~ for some n > 0. Now, let A 7 be the seventh 
simulator for a Tur ing machine T = (S, B, M,  mo , Mr ,  a, fl, y). With respect to 
restrictions r ~ R '~ (n > 0) and r '  of configurations uch that GT(r' ) ~ r, consider the 
mapping ~b of a subset of dom r to 2 d~ r defined as follows. For  (k, l) ~ dora r such that 
r'(k, l) ~ S x (M --  {(B, m0)}) , i.e., r'(k, l) = (s, m) for some s and m, 
~b(k, l) ---- (k + 1, l + 1) either if r'(k, l + 1) = g, or if r'(k, 1 + 1) :~ g, 
r ' (k + 1, l+  1)~S • M,  a(m',s')  ----s, 
fl(m', s') = - -1 and y(m', s') = m, where 
(s', m') -= r ' (k -4- 1, l + 1); (1) 
~- (k - -  1, l + 1) either if r '(k,  l + l) ~-- 7, or if r '(k,  l + 1) :/: z, 
r '(k - -  1, 1 + 1) ~ S • M,  o~(m", s") = s, 
fl(m", s") = 1 and ),(m", s") -~ m, 
where (s", m") ---- r ' (k -- 1, l + 1); 
otherwise ~b(k, l) is undefined. Note that/~ is the mapping to {--1, + 1}. The  mapping 
~b t for each t > 0 is defined by ~b t = ~b and ~b t ---- ~b(~bt-1). We can show that if ~b(k, l) is 
defined for some (k, l), then Car(~b(k, l)) = 1 and Car(~b-a(~b(k, 1))) = 1. Thus  
LEMMA 2. Let r ~ R '~ (n > O) and r' be such that GT(r' ) ~ r. Let ~b be the mapping 
defined by Eq. (1) with respect to r and r'. I f  r ' ( i , j )  E (S • M)  --  {(B, m0) for some j
(0 >/ j >/ - -n)  and some i ( - -2(n + j )  ~ i ~< 2(n + j ) ) ,  then we have the foUowing. 
(i) There exist uniquely t > 0 and (k , I )EZ  2 such that ~bt(i,j)----(k,/); 
r'(k, l) = (B, m0); and r'(k, 1 + l) ---- r(k, l + 1) ---- # .  
(ii) Consider the functions yo(x ) ~ - - (x  --  k) + 1, y l (x  ) = (x - -  h) + l, y2(x) = 
- - (x  - -  i) + j and y3(x ) ~- (x --  i) +j ;  and the subset A of Z 2 such that (a, b) is in A 
i f f  y l(a ) >~ b >/y3(a) and yo(a ) >/b  >/y2(a). Then for any (a, b) ~ A,  
r(a, b) = (B, *), 
r'(a, b) = ((Fa)-~+~(Cinitial))(a --  k), 
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where F 1 is the parallel map for the first simulator for T and Cinitial is the configuration 
defineaby [2, Zq. (1)]. 
From Lemma 2, 
LEMMA 3. Let r ~ R *~ (n 3> O) and r' be such that GT(r') ~ r. l f  r'(L j] ~ ( S X M)  -- 
{(B, m0) and r ' ( i ' , j )~(S  x M) - -{ (B ,  mo)) for some j ( - - I  >j  > --n), i 
(--2(n + j+ 1) ~ i ~< 2(n + j  + 1)) and i" (--2(n + j+ 1) ~< i' ~< 2(n + j+ 1) 
and i' -- i ~ 2), then there exists an integer io such that i < i o < i' and r'(i o , j)  
{~,~, ~,#). 
From Lemma 3, 
LEMMA 4. Let r ~ R n (n > O) and r' be such that GT(r' ) ~ r. I f  r'( i , j) 
(S • (M U {*})) --  {(B, mo) and r'(i + 1,j) ~ (S x (M u {*})) -- {(B, mo) for some 
j (--1 ~j  > --n) and i (--2(n + j )  ~ i • 2(n + j ) ) ,  then either r'(i,j) ~ S X {*} or 
r'(i + 1,j) ~ s' x {*}. 
Proof outline of Theorem 1. From Lemma 1, it is sufficient o show that a Turing 
machine halts on the blank tape if and only if R" -- GT(Rr) :A ;3 for some n > 0. 
Let us suppose that N is the minimum integer that satisfies R ~ -- G7(R~) C= ~.  
Let r ~ R N -- G7(RT). Consider the restriction r '  of r to{(i,j) ~Z2; 0 >~j >/ - -N  + i, 
--2(N + j )  ~ i ~ 2(N +j)}.  There is an r" such that GT(r")~ r'. From Lemmas 3 
and 4 there is an i N such that r"(i, - -N  + 1) ~ S X M r 9 Hence, the Turing machine 
halts on the blank tape from Lemma 2. The converse is clear. Q.E.D. 
From the definition of # in _//~ we also have 
THEOREM 2. For any d ~ 2, it is recursively unsolvable if the nondeterministic 
parallel map is surjective restricted to the set of configurations with finite support for a 
totally defined -dimensional nondeterministie c llular automaton. 
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